
The Hidden Work 

Chapter	13,	part	8	
 

 6:59 Pathworld: hi 
 7:00 Piandjo: ahora puedo escuchar los dos hombres 

» SD en el telephono tambien! 

 7:01 Silverdale: ???? 
 7:02 Simmontemplar: Good Spanish Piandjo !! 
 7:02 Piandjo: gracias 

» that is about the extent of it! 

 7:03 Simmontemplar: Good enough !! 
 Adlucem: Hi Path! Hi All! 
 Lost_horizon: Hello, everyone 
 Simmontemplar: Hi Dan !!! 
 Lost_horizon: Hi, Simmon 

» (79 viewers, 11 signed in) 

 Pathworld: hi all\ 
 Simmontemplar: what page did he read? 
 Silverdale: pg 133 
 Hawklady: hi everyone 
 Simmontemplar: Tks G 
 Silverdale: yw - S. 
 Simmontemplar: hi Hawk L. ; Path 
 Markroche: Good evening. What possibility did David say he would like to explore? 
 Lost_horizon: Hi, Mark 
 Simmontemplar: hi Mark!! 
 Markroche: Hi LH, Hi Simmon 
 Piandjo: the possibility of doing real work in this lifetime, Mark 
 Simmontemplar: we are exploring a different angle on these chapter 
 Markroche: thank you Piandjo 
 Piandjo: i think this was his reference 
 Markroche: thx 
 Piandjo: yw 
 Lost_horizon: (still chapter 13) 
 Piandjo: the ES has become hypnotized by the machine, and has fallen into the belief that it IS the 

human 
 Simmontemplar: I was thinking about just that Piandjo !! 

» ,,,or seduced by the human cultural experience 

 Silverdale: I agree P. 
 Piandjo: yes,simmon. culture is the dress worn by the human with which the ES is identified. 



 Markroche: please repeat the sentence that we want to unpack 
 Hawklady: thanks Mark 
 Piandjo: Please ask SD to repeat that sentence, SImmon. 
 Simmontemplar: ok ...I will 
 Markroche: yw-lol 
 Susankester: simmon, whats up? Why aren't you reading the comments? 
 Silverdale: P.- ??? 
 Markcirka: you have to accept pehenomena as a benefit not as an inconvenience and then you'll feed 

your awakening mode 
 Markroche: that's an intriguing thought Mark, thank you 
 Markcirka: hisorical personality is reverb .. you're moving too slow so your history gets activated instead 

of a manifestation more conscious 
» simple attitude adjustment 

» an attitude not like mood, its seperate from your mood 

» take hold of your machine if your drifting and being locked in a hypnotic cycle thats becoming a drag 

 Simmontemplar: Susan I didn't read it because they were in the middle of Silver's opinion with David; but 
Ithe space they did came very timely 

 Jim_h: Claude has talked about re-origining ourselves. Think of ourselves first as Beings that have an 
HBM 

 Simmontemplar: Markcirka what is the word "reverb...? in your comment? 
 Susankester: take hold, be present and dont be afraid of interrupting, it be comes an art on how to blend 

the comments with davids talking 
 Silverdale: Jim_H - good and important point ... 
 Hawklady: yes i like that Jim 
 Lost_horizon: Simmon - "reverb" is like echo, a vibration that comes after a sound 
 Markcirka: reverberation like a trail 
 Simmontemplar: ok ...reverberation was the word 

» like a trail 

 7:38 Piandjo: for me, the cyle of hypnotic identification reminds me of my loss, because life in the 
Essence is so much richer, i begin to long for it. More like an ache, than simple longing. 

 7:38 Lost_horizon: (69 viewers, 13 signed in) 
 7:40 Markroche: A key phrase from the Bible is "Be Still and Know I Am God" equals a powerful 

reorigining statement, and practice. 
 7:40 Markcirka: too much body pain reminds me that Ive been slacking off ... unfortunately I don't see 

another way to heal the body and its seems necessary to do this, for me ... unfortunately/. 
 7:41 Silverdale: Well said - P. 
 7:41 Markroche: which, if you think about it, seems similar to "I wish this to be used for the invocation of 

the presence of my presence into the present". 
 7:41 Markcirka: althought EJ never backs me up on this from my reading 
 7:41 Lost_horizon: Thanks, MarkR - had never thought of it that way! 
 7:42 Silverdale: Well said - Mark... 

» Mark R. 

» I hear and agree with what you are saying Markcirka .. 



 7:46 Piandjo: ty Sd 
 7:46 Markroche: one thing i've found useful lately, is the recommended exercise from this weeks ABD 

class--dropping the facial mask in social situations 
 7:46 Susankester: yeah simmon, makesure to pause and give them time to comment, relax you are fine 

and you will find you own way 
 7:46 Markroche: is simple and subtle but definitely opens up a better awareness 

» and presence and attention 

 7:48 Jim_h: Yes - makes sense - our lives include all moments 
 7:48 Piandjo: we can only "eat" during the dark times and spaces if we are hungry enough. We must 

yearn for this sustenance, and its absence is noticeable. 
 7:49 Lost_horizon: Simmon - I suggest reading Piandjo's earlier statement beginning "for me the cycle of 

hypnotic identification" 
» and then immediately read the statement he just made 

» they seem to go together 

 7:50 Piandjo: a hungry person does not need to be reminded of food. 
 7:53 Simmontemplar: right on Pi !! 
 7:53 Markroche: please read the other comments also Simmon when you get a chance 

» As a result of this chapter, in the last few weeks I am almost never in the kitchen without the Gayatri 
mantra playing. It is turning into a wonderful atmosphere. 

» Probably would not have done so but for this class. 

 7:56 Hawklady: that's wonderful Mark 
 7:56 Lost_horizon: that's excellent, Mark 
 7:57 Markroche: and extra wonderful in the sense that the Kitchen is the Heart of the Home 
 7:57 Markcirka: "putting up wit hthe seemingly negative manifestioan of other people" hilarious 
 7:59 Markroche: Oh, and a picture of Divine Mother on a lighted night-light 'lampshade' that is real tacky 

of the one hand but has become quite sacred. 
 7:59 Lost_horizon: "Enduring the manifestations of others" is one of Gurdjieff's recommendations (he 

said for himself it was a necessity - don't remember where I read that...) 
 8:00 Markroche: EJ has talked about that as well, a lot. 
 8:00 Markcirka: comfort+pleasure 

» oops comfort =pleaure (state) 

 8:01 Silverdale: Saint Buddha in BTTHG said the best form of intentional suffering is to endure the 
displeasing manifestations of others toward ourself ... 

 8:02 Piandjo: Yes, LH, somewhere in Views from the Real World, also in A&E 
 8:02 Markcirka: ive read the ABD, im right; you're an idiot, kinda bull 

» no bodhisattva you are now 

» so just stay on the ball 

» juggle the ball, playt with ball 

 8:03 Piandjo: thanks all for a great discussion. We seemed to have jumped into the deep end of the pool! 
 8:03 Lost_horizon: "Be the ball" - Chevy Chase 
 8:04 Piandjo: lol,Dan 



 8:06 Markroche: wow 
 8:06 Piandjo: please,someone, to post that thing David just read. 
 8:07 Markroche: its a Zen statement, practice 

» Be the Ball 

 8:07 Lost_horizon: I'll post it 
 8:07 Hawklady: http://www.wingsofchaos.com/hidden-work/chapter-13/ 
 8:07 Silverdale: Thanks David, Iven, One & All for a productive invocation ... 
 8:07 Piandjo: thx Lost 
 8:07 Susankester: be the ball, I just need to remember 
 8:07 Markroche: Thank you All 
 8:07 Markcirka: invoking your presence as the chamber insteaod of the body, eyes and ears? 
 8:08 Jim_h: Thank you everyone. 
 8:08 Hawklady: thank you all good night-thanks Simmon, that was great 
 8:08 Lost_horizon: Thank you all 
 8:08 Simmontemplar: You are super welcome Hawk L!! 

 


